Make Your Own Log Habitat

A log makes a great roof for the home of many animals. It gives animals SHELTER, SHADE, and PROTECTION.

Would you want to live under a log??

Materials:
- toilet paper or paper towel tube
- construction paper or any blank paper
- crayons, colored pencils of markers
- pictures of "Animals Who Love Logs!" (see next page)
- scissors
- tape or glue

Directions:
1. Cut out the "Animals Who Love Logs!" from the next page. You can also draw your own!
2. Glue or tape your log animals in the center of your construction or blank piece of paper.
3. Draw and color your paper to look like the forest floor around your animals.
4. Cut your paper tube in half lengthwise (see picture).
5. Tape your half-tube to the paper so that it covers some or all of your log animals. Make sure to only tape down one of the sides so that you can lift up your tube log and spot the animals hiding underneath!
6. Decorate the top of your log to make it a cozy habitat for your animals.
Animals Who Love Logs!